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Supplies: 
 
Meyer  Take & Make Crafting Set (Martin Meyer Imports) 
Small Deer Miniatures (Martin Meyer Imports) 
Alcohol Inks: Espresso, Stream (Ranger) 
StazOn Reinker: Azure (Tsukineko) 
5 Glass Slides (Uprite) 
E6000 Adhesive (Eclectic) 
Diamond Glaze (Stampin’ Up!) 
Copper Tape (Ranger) 
Compact Disc (Found Object) 
Rock (Found Object) 
Cotton Balls (Target) 
Heat Gun (Marvy) 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. To begin, sprinkle the brown alcohol ink randomly on two thirds of the blank side of the compact 
disc. Smudge the ink, with a cotton ball, to cover all the silver. Allow different levels of coverage to 
give depth. 
 

   
 



 

 

2. On the uncolored area of the compact disc, sprinkle drops of the blue reinker, leaving about one 
third of this area blank, and smudge with a cotton ball. 
 

  
 
3. Using the stream colored alcohol ink, color in the remaining blank area of the disc. 
 

 
 
4.  Heat set the inks, with the heat gun, being careful not to over heat and melt the disc. 
 
5. Adhere the rock, with the E6000, to the disc, positioning one edge along the blue inked area. 
 
6. Run a bead of diamond glaze along the remaining edge of the blue inked area and coat with the 
Glass Deco Beads. 
 

 
 
7. Attach the large deer to the disc, positioning the mouth over the blue area as if it is drinking from 
water. 
 
8. Attach two of the small deer behind the larger one, facing forward but as if they are looking off to 
the side. 



 

 

 
9.  Position and attach the two trees behind the rock and the smaller deers. 
 
10. Set aside and allow the adhesives to dry. 
 
11. Color the glass slides by sprinkling drops of the brown alcohol ink onto them. This is a personal 
taste step, for this project the center slide has brown covering about two thirds of it’s area, the two 
slides that flank it have brown up to the halfway point and the last two slides are coating in brown 
about one quarter of the way up. The color is smudged with a cotton ball and then heat set. 
 
 
 
12. Color the remaining areas of the glass slides with the blue reinker and heat set. 
 

 
 
13. Lay the slides out side by side, allowing a small open area between each. Attach the together with 
a strip of copper tape about 1” from the top and the bottom edges. 
 
14. Frame the slides with additional copper tape and attach the backdrop to the back of the display 
using E6000. Allow to dry. 
 

 
 
15. Enjoy sharing! 


